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SE
:'!' TO B9
baftner ,a,., in t;Jrt114 orka
"'91deJ)Ce conatrucUen a.tut re,.
JlMU' wor.._ There have
yearl
whtn more baineu buil~g as
under waj, but
not tor ~a :d y
yeua has there
been an
qual
quantity of new
resl den c e con,truction. T I •
fact doe1 aot impreu the pe son
whole dal]y t avel la confine" to
trips between hla
b a in e an4

Pl-'

of 'b

...

down town. WIie
ehances a.re that
all tb• vaqant PliOPeny be~e•n
tb.e two pointa waa occupied 1-.
Co, hence there la no new bulldiq in progre• along thOH partl~
h::r _ . . .

ONll: I N ~ G J'B.ATUBm
of tbla conlltruettOD work la tbat
it 11 planned. tor permanenee. An·
,.
other la that almost all of the buildings-being erected are equlppftd, or
are presently to be equipped with
all the modern conveniences, ~entral heat, electricity, water and
sewer. Practically no shs.dul are
being built, even on the aectlona
where land ls cheapest.

*

*

•

*

* *

AN O THE R
INTERESTING
feature . la · the numpei, ot base,.
menta which are l>e~g built to be
occupied aa ho111• until the. ownera ca.u .Uord to buli41 the auperstructures, and 1till another ia the
number of ca.eat in which basemen IO built a.nd occupied for one
or more 1easo1111 are now being
covered with the buildings which
were dulgned when the foundatlon• were laid.
CAN A FAMILY Bm COMFORT-

1ng has lta drawbacks. But .tn8Jl7 a
G:rand Pwks f&.1nily hu thrlft]y
and wie~ started out by living ta

a base:amnt and has enjoyed ti.
work of auisting In the evolution
of suqh a primitive shelter into a.
modern dwelling without being
burdened by cost greater thait ta..
come would warrant.
·
. *
THERE IS ,A. TH:;EUU:. IN
bulldinl a house, t eV(U'J movement in co,nnectioit with ttte work
la based on hope and coi'if'ldenqe.
And when one com• to re,moclel aa
old houie whl~ bas ahelteWjl h1*
funlly for years, what a i..t of
recollections spring up. The atmosphere of every room la charged
with memories. There are recolleotlons of joyous boura, a.nd it may
be of hours of sorrow. To move a
partltlc,n ls like doing something
tragic to a human life.

* *

wm

* • *

HAVE NO VERY OLD

,..._.ntt~oi~
._ect ad•e
:l;K:tA• .'M lllm...
N Ulat Jt
Gi"l.n4:'''fti b
NDm
~ to M*« a ;·YQllRII ..

~

~
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I HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN sound. How this was applied by
interesting booklet outlining the in- the inventor is told in the followention and early history of the ing paragraph, which gives some
,
telephone, issued as a souvenir of facts which I have never before
the city of Brantseen published:
ford, Ontario, in
,ic
connection w i t h
''THE SUGGESTION CAME TO
the jubilee celehim, after studying the ear's mechbration to be held
anism, that &, phonautograph modin that city e&.Tly
in August. The
eled after the human ear would be
author, A. T.
extremely effective for his purWhitaker, is, I
poses, and accordingly, on the adsuppose, the city
vice of an eminent aurist, he see d it o r of the
cured a human ear. This he, made
Brantford Exposiinto a. phonautograph, taking a
tor, a young man
single fiber of h&.'Y as a stylus. The
whom I met on a
waves of sound as he talked into
visit there sevthe ear, vibrating the delicate memeral years ago.
brane of the tympanum, caused the
* * *
Davies.
bone to move and the wisp of hay
THE TELEto record the movements of the
phone is often said to have been diaphram upon a piece of smoked
invented in Boston, and there is no glass. The thought entered his
question that much of the experi- mind, as he watched the tracings
mental work leading to its comple- that if the tymp&:I1Um of the ear,
so delicate, could move relatively
tion wEaJ conducted there. But the so massive a structure as that of
fact is, u established by official the bones of the ear, why could not
records, that the essential initial a piece of iron be caused to vistep in the long process of inven~- brate in front of an electromagnet
ing the telephone was taken by by means of a larger and thicker
Alexander Graham Bell while re- membrane? Thus was the telecuperating from a prolonged Ulness phone conceived in the Bell homeat the home of his father, Alex- ste:::.:d on Tutela Heights."
andel" Melville Bell at
Tutel&:
* *
Heights, about ~hree mile1 south of
THE BOOKLET DESCRIBES
Brantford.
the further experiments, the first
use of a telephone over an outdoor
MR. WHITAKER'S BOOKLET line from the inventor's home to
describes the work of young Bell that of his uncle in town, part of
in developing the phonautograph, the line being of stovepipe wire,
an instrument for recording sound. and the first long-distance converIt eonsisted of a membrate stretch- sation, between Brantford and
ed over a tube, with a bristle at- Paris, ten miles away. Referring
between
tached to the membrane for a sty- to the communication
lus. When this was set in motion Tutela Heights and Brantford Dr.
by the humt.n voice the bristle Bell said in an &:ddress later:
traced marks on a carbon paper "First I heard a cough, then a
wound 011. a moving cylinder, thus voice which said 'To be, or not to
making a visible record of the be.' It was 'To be.' "

* *

*

*

* *.

ONE OF THE MEN WHO ASsisted Dr. Bell in his work at
Brantford was W. H. Griffin, then
manE.ger of the Telegraph company at Brantford, and later chief
clerk to Captain C. H. Jenks, superintendent of the northern division of the Great Northern railway.

* * *

ONE OF THE ¥' LE A S A N T
things which merits comment at
this time is the reaction of the
American public' to the marriage of
a son of President Roosevelt and
a daughter of one of the Du Ponts.
President Roosevelt has many critics, some of whom are severe in
their condemnation of him, hi•
policies and his methods. The Du
Ponts have been the targets for
many missles, some of which have
been hurled by the president himself. In the comment on both sides
there has ·b een . much bitterness,
and if the Americr.,n people had
been so minded there was opportunity for much bitter and unkind
comment over the alliance now
made by ·marriage between the two
families.

*

* *

BUT
THERE
HAS
BEEN
nothing of the sort. The engagement of the young people was announced months ago, and the approach to the wedding day has
been marked by the interest which
usually &ttends the marriage of
children of prominent families. But
if there has been any bitterness I
have seen none of it. On the contrary the approaching marriage
was treated kindly and sympathetically, and questions of public
policy have not entered into the
discussion which has been given it.
There has been a grdifying absence of sensationalism, and every
evidence of the kindest feeling toward the two young people who are
starting out on what, let us hope,
is to be a long and happy journey.

SOMETHING LIKE A 9UARTer of a century ago gloomy pre.dictions were made of the approaching exhaustion of the oil and
coal supplies of
the world. It was
predicted that at
the rate &:t which
oil was then being consumed
there would be
an actual shortage in about six
years, and the
coal deposits, it
was said, would
not last much
longer.

*

* *

NOW AN OFf i c i a I of the
Davies.
U n i t e d States
bureau of mines warns the country
that unless all av&:ilable means are
taken to avoid waste there is likely to be a serious shortage of these
fuels in about 20 years. Thus the
evil day has been deferred and it
continues to be deferred. One note
of comfort was sounded in the
earlier predictions. Coal and oil
might be exhausted, but · science
was able to develop substitutes. Alcohol C6.'D be made from grain,
wood waste and other substances,
· and there was indicated the possibility of making alcohol a substi- tute for other fuels. Other substitutes were also proposed.

* * *

IN THE YEARS THAT HAVE
intervened consumption of oil bas
increased amazingly. And yet the
immediate problem of the oil men
is not to find more oil, but to dispose of oil as fast as it can be
brougbt to the surface. New fields
h&.ve been discovered, but always
the supply has been in excess of
the demand. Increased use of oil

has decreased in some measure the
demand for coal, but the greatest
saving has been achieved through
the use of improved methods of
generating power from coal. In
1919 3.2 pounds of coal were used
to produce one kilowatt-hour of
electricity. Today, in the most efficient plants the same quantity
of electricity C&.'Jl be produced by
using only 0.8 pounds of coal. With
improved methods of consumption
and the discovery of new oil fields,
which is always possfble, the exhaustion of our fuel may be much
more distant than 20 years.

* * *

tion to the racial sen,s ibilities of its
people. If the facts are recalled
correctly Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables'' was banned there because
certain reference in the play were
thought to reflect on the Catholic
church. Another play, described r.:s
an excellent one, was excluded
from the stage because of negro
protests.

* ARE
* TO BE
IF ALL *
PLAYS
excluded because passages in them
depict this or that group in an unfavorable light there will not be
much left. Of course Hamlet would
have to go because of the statement that there's something rotten
in the state of Denmark, and nobody wishes to give offense to the
d&:nes. Sensitive Englishmen might
demand the suppression of practically all of Shakespeare's plays
dealing with English history, for ·
they are full of references to which
an ~nglishman might take exception. And how would any Bosto
censor pass a play containing thos
interesting passages relating t
J&:ck Cade's rebellion when th
Jack ·Cades of today have such
large and enthusiastic following?

WHEN YOU BUY SHELLED
nuts it is not always nuts that
you get. It may be soy beans. And
there are not many who can tell
the difference. The s.o y bean lends
itself to a wide variety of tre&.1ment. From it are extracted substances that enter into the .c omposition of many paints and varnishes. The finish of one important
line of automobiles is made largely from soy beans. Soy beans enter into many food products. And
when reduced to powder, made into paste, colored, flavored, mould* *
ed &.nd baked, they can be made to
SURETY AND SIMILAR COM
imitate to perfection any shelled panies run across some peculla
nut the customer asks for.
cases ot theft. The news service o
a group of such companies report
* *
WHEN A PERSON SAYS that the following thefts, amon
that he is tickled pink, just what others, have occurred since Marc
does he mean. Is there anything 1: lo-ton bridge in Harford county
about tickling that produced pink- M:aryl&md; 3,933: Iba. of trolley wir
at Baltimore, Maryland·; 7,000-lb
ness?
stone crusher at Lock Raven
"THE MERCHANT OF VEN... Maryland; 800-lb antique cannon a
ice has been placed on the black Cockeysville, Maryland; 3,000-lb
list in the good city of Boston. street scraper at San Diego, Cali
That action was taken by the auth- fornia; copper rain spouting fro
orities on the ground that Shakes- a church at Pinehurst, N. C. Ad
pe&.Te's character Shylock is not to these the recent theft of a 3,000
representative of the Jewish race. lb. roller from a cinder bicycle
Boston pays a great de.al of atten- track at St. Boniface; Manitoba.

*

*

* * *

.

A CHATTY LETTER FROM Portland without roses would be as to go barefooted. These insects
Mi-L Walter Lodmell of Portland, no gathering at all.
which have been so troublesome
* * *
here do not burrow, but how they
Ore., to Mr. and Mrs. E. A.oHfumthme
IN HIS ADDRESS MR. O'CON- d9 sting! It isn't really the stin,J
of Grand Forks, ·tells
nor recalled that the first case that hurts so much, but what goes
\t,sit of J. F. T.
be
J
with it. Into the wound the tnse~i
O'Connor to Portthat he had tried
fore udge injects a particularly virulent poiland a few weeks
Kneeshaw waa reported by Laura son, and· many of our people have
ago and of the
Daubenberg Stone. Mrs. Stone is been going around with painfully
b a n q u e t given
still keeping up her work in Port- swollen eyes, faces, arms and legs,
there in his honland. After the ba1tquet Mr. O'Con- due to the stings of these obnoxor. The banquet
: -: nor was knighted as a member of ious Insects. If Pharaoh had been
was arranged by
thp "Mystic Knights of the Rose," stung a few times by those pests
former · Gr a n d
alt honor which ls conferred only he would have been ready .to 1-,t
F o r k s people,
on diat1Jl8111Bhed persons.
the Israelites go, pronto.
many of whom
* *
*
were among the
AT SALEK "JEFTY" DELIVSOMEHOW THE FA.TES ORl2S guests pre•
erecl the commenc,ment address at dained that Amelia Earhart should
ent. Others were
Willamette university. He waa not reach Howland Island, no mat·
former Yale uguided on a fishing trip and tour ter' from what direction she at!3oclates and state
ot points of interest In the state by tempted to approach it. On her
and ~ity dlcnloavlea.
Municipal Judge Cohn, a fellow earlier start to make the circuit
ta.rles. Mre. :{.,odstudent at Yale. Before visiting of the globe flying westward ahe
mell's letter contains referencea to Oregon he had Inspected the lm- made ·t he hop from California to
many former Grand · Forka real- ·inense stores of government gold Hawaii without mishap, but when
dents who are now living 1n .ore- now lying In the vaults at Fort she attempted to take off for Howgon, and their names will recall Knox, lCentucky. Incidentally, 0'· land her plane skidded on the runold asaoclationa to many who .,re Connor la regarded as a probable way and had to be brought back
still here Mr O'Connor was met candld&te for governor of Califor- for repairs.
at the tr~in by Judge Guy c. H. nla, and If he makes the race Cali*
Oorllss active and enthusiastic fornlana will be treated to some STARTING AFRESH, TB I S
notwithstanding his years. Bardi campaign oratory that la oratory. time flying eastward, she cros~ed
Skulaaon waa toastmaster at the
*
oceans, deserts and, mo,-ntaln
banquet. On the ·committee· ot arTHE EGYPTIANS BAD THEIR ranges and was well on her · way
r.ai;tgementa were Dr. and Kra. plague of locusts, and some other home, but when she took off for
Hetherington, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. insect pla~L In this part of the Howland Island, dls&.l'ter befell her.
1)1 or r l lJ on, Laura Daunbenberg world we have been having a For her that tiny speck of rock
Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Bierly, Bard! plague of lnaects which 1eem to was taboo. Twice Richard Black of
Skulaaon, and Walter and Mrs. be a new variety. Som& call them Grand Forks ·awaited her coming.
odmell. The banquet was held In gnats and some ca.ll them chlg- .Just before her first flight he had
the large diziing room of the Hotel gers. The latter name ls clearly ln- been sent to the island to prepare
Portland, which was profusely correct, for the chigger inhabits mnways for her landing. This time
nacorated with flowers, roses pre- sandy places and burrows under he was again waiting to receive
4,lomlnating, for a gathering ln the toenails of persona ao unwary her.

*

*

*

* *

*

*

~

GOOD MANY YEARS AGO
The Chicago Tribune str.xted a
campaign against the indiscriminate use of explosives on the Fourth
of July. In carrying out that
campaign it instructed its correspondents a 11
over the country
to wire to it inform at ion of
deaths or serious
injuries resulting
from the use , of
firecrac k e r s or
other explosives,
and also of fires
due to the use of
fireworks.
The
result was quite
O vl
impressive, f o r
a ea
there were few districts in the
country in which there were no
casualties more or less serious.
While the number in any loc&:lity
_was not great, the total was considerable.

*

* *

OTHER PAPERS ADOPTED
the practice of reporting Fourth of
July fireworks casualties. Then
they began to report Fourth of
July casualties of any kind, and
from that developed the practice
of listing casualties of all sorts occurring on holidays a.nd even over
week-ends not related to any general holiday. Accordingly, readers
have come to expect records of accidents occurring on the Fourth,
on Christmas, at Easter and on
Labor day, and quite often over
Sunday.

* * *

THE PRACTICE OF REPORTing accidents occurring on holidays
has its good points. It is well to
have &.ttention directed to the
number of accidents occurring at
any time. Such reminders may inspire caution, and there are few
accidents, whether with fireworks,
with automobiles, of drowning, or
what not, which could not have
been prevented by the exercise of
ordinary care.

THERE IS, HOWEVER, THE
fact that the current practice is
apt to be misleading. Lists of accidents occurring on holid&:ys, but
no similar lists of those occurring
on other days. The tendency is to
create the impression that holidays
are peculiarly dangerous days and
that there is unusual hazard in
celebrating them. In a certain measure this is true. On holidays there
are more people on the highw&.ys,
traffic is more congested, and the
holiday spirit induces many to take
chances which they would not
take otherwise. This tends to increase the number, not only of automobile casualties, but of casualties of all kinds.

PRICE-FIXING, OF COURSE,
is not a new thing. Back as far as
history goes rulers at times under
took to fixe the prices at which
commodities should be sold. Among
other things King Henry V o
England prescribed rules for the
conduct of ale tasters, or conners,
and fixing maximum prices for
certain malted beverages. The following excerpt from the oath taken
by the conner gives an insight into
the prices of those days:

*· * *

"YOU SHALL SWEAR THAT
you shall know of no brewer or
brewster, cook or pie-b&:ker in
your ward who sells the gallon of
best ale for more than one pennyhalfpenny, or the gallon of second
* CASUALTIES for
more than one penny, or otherMANY OF THE
are such as occur and would have wise than by measure sealed and
occurred on other days th&:n holi- full of clear ale . . ."
days. Thus of the 11 deaths report*
ed in North Dakota six were due
THAT ALE-CONNING
WAS A
to drowning and three to contact 'round-the-clock job in those days
with a power line; Obviously there is indicated by the following pass·:is no relation between those deaths age:
l
". • • And that you, so soon as1
and the celebration of the Fourth
except that on some other day the you shall be required to t6.'Ste anyl
persons who lost their lives might ale of a brewer or brewster, shall
not have been in those particular be ready to do the same; and in
places. Of the five automobile case that it be less good than it
deaths, which included some of 't he used to be before this cry, you, by
electrocutions, we h&.ve no evi- assent of your Alderman, shall set
dence to show how many, if any, a reasonable price thereon, accordof those were more or less direct- ing to your discretion; and if any
ly related to the celebration of the one shall &:fterward sell the same
Fourth.
above the said price, unto your
said Alderman you shall certify
* *
THE SUM OF THE WHOLE the same •.."
matter is that while accidents are
*
WITH
likely to be more numerous on hol- THE OATH CONCLUDES
idays than on other days because a gentle reminder against abuse of
more people are engaged in activ- the office of ale-conner in these
ities other than their daily work, terms:
". . . And that for gift, promise,
the difference is not as great as
the st&.tistics seem to indicate. knowledge, hate, or other cause
There are far too many accidents whatsoever, no . brewer, brewster,
every day in the year, but there huckster, cook, or pie-baker, who
is no reason why those who are re- acts against E..ny one of the points
sponsible for the wellbeing of a aforesaid, you shall conceal, spare
family should look forward with or torturously aggrieve; nor when
special dread to the approach of a you are required to taste ale, shall
holiday. · The family is almost as absent yourself without reasonable
likely to be wiped out on Wednes- cause and true, but all things
d&.y or Friday as on Sunday or the which unto your office pertain to
do, you shr.:11 well and lawfully do.
Fourth.

*

*

* *

*

*

*

AMELIA EARHART BECAME
known to the world &:S an aviatrix,
and he~ remarkable achievements
in the air entitled her to all the
applause w h i c h
was showered on
her. She was also
a woman of refinement and culture, with a fertile imagination
and a rare power
of exp r e s s i o n.
Miss . M. Bedrice
John s t o n e has
handed me a
poem written by
Miss E a r h a rt
which was sent
to her by a Duluth friend. · The
Davies.
poem comes without information as to when or
where it was published, but it is
peculiarly apropos just now, while
the sea is being · searched in vain
for traces of the author. The verses
follow:

*OOURAGE.
* *
By Amelia Earhart.
Cour&:ge is the price that Life
exacj;s for granting peace,
The soul that knows it not
Knows no release from little
things;
Knows not the livid loneliness of
fear,
Nor mountain heights where bitter
joy can hear
The sound of wings.
How can Life grant us boon of living, compensate
For dull gray ugliness, and pregnant hate
Unless we dare the soul's dominion?

Each time we make a choice, we
pr..y

With courage to behold resistless
day,
And count it fair.

* *

AT

LUNCHEON

*

THE

CON-

versation turned on things to eat,
and in order to show that I, to~.
knew something about cooking, I
mentioned my method of making
rhubarb sauce. I was challenged
to publi~h the recipe, so here goes:

*

*

*

I MUST FIRST EXPLAIN
that I invented this method of
cooking rhubarb during a temporary period of bachelorhood. All the
folks but I were away &.nd I was
getting my own meals and in between times working in the garden and doing other chores. We
had an abundance of rhbuarb, the
sweet, juicy kind, and I am fond
of rhubarb sauce. But I couldn't
take time to stand over a kettle of
rhubarb and wr..tch it to see that
it didn't burn, and to put in enough
water to make sure that it wouldn't
burn would make it sloppy. Hence
the following recipe.

*

*

*

CUT THE RHUBARB INTO
half-inch chunks. Fill the inner
kettle of a double boiler with them,
sprinkling sugar as the kettle is
filled. Add no water. Set in the
larger kettle, which is filled with
water, turn on the fire, and let 'er
boil. The heat and sugar will extract the juice, producing a s&.'Uce
that is just right. It can't burn. If
cooked too long it will be too
mushy, but that is the only risk.
I could set my kettle on and go
about my chores feeling perfectly
safe.

DR. D. R. JENKINS TOLD ME
a new one. Down in a Kansas district where he lived once fruit of
all kinds was scarce, and there
wasn't even rhubarb. As a substitute they used sheep sorrel, the
plant th&.t we youngsters called
sour grass. It grew in dry, sandy
places, and we used to gather and
chew the leaves for their acid flavor, but I never before heard of
anyone cooking it.

* *

*
RHUBARB CONTAINS
OXAI.r
ic acid, and sometimes it has been
said to be poisonous. I think I have
read somewhere, however, that the
oxalic ~'Cid is contained chiefly in
the leaves, and not in the stalk.
Anyway I never heard of anyone
being poisoned by rhubarb pie or
sauce.

*

*

*

ONE OF MY BOYHOOD REC.
ollections is of cooking rhubarb for
the hogs. My grandfather had an
immense bed of rhubarb, and for
s~me reason he conceived the idea
that it would,. be good for the hogs.
Accordingly we gathered it by the
s.Tmful, filled an enormous sugar
kettle with it and cooked it out of
doors. It was my job to tend the
fire until the mess was done, The
cooked rhubarb was dumped into
barrels and there mixed with a lot
of bran and left to work. And how
it did work! That combination
must have made a very heady tippie, heavily loaded with alcohol,
and the only re&.'Son that occurs to
me why the hogs were not on one
grand spree is that with the rhubarb mixture they were fed large,
quantities of ' other foods. But the
hogs certainly lapped it up. Ther
are those who say that no domes
tic animal likes alcohol, but
know better.

J4Y APOL()GIES TO THE bog• which are fed garbage colh ep-that ls apologies with cer- lected from Eaat Grand B'orks, and
8
•
'
that in addition to polluting tlie
taln reservations. It appears that air, drainr.:ge from the yard flows
the odor whlCh comes with &Di directly into the river, thus eoneast w i n d to
tamlnatlng th, stream in an exwhich violen'f obceedlngly offensive manner. Comjectlon ls made,
plaint has been made to the public
aza4 which in my
authorities ·of Grand Forks and
ocence I atEe.st Grand Forks, to the Polk
tr buted at flr,i
ceunty authorities at Crookston
to a hmdful or
and to the governor of Minnesota.
two of bone :ineal
* * *
which I was fCat..RESIDENTS OF LINDSAY'S
tertns a r o u n d
addition &.Te up in arms and are
oma shrub • ii
determined that the hog yard shall
not wholly atbe auppre1sed. It ls an exceedingly
tributable to the
attractive district, and many pleas*1ieep yarda near
ant homea have been built there
th.e wp.r plant.
recently. Streets have been paved
I am informed
and water and aewer services prothat one of the
Oariee
vided. The residents feel that they
major sources of
are entitled to clean a.tr to breath,
the objectionable odor la a hog and they are determined to have
yard just outside the river from It, or know the reason why.
that section In the south end of
* * *
the city kno\Vn u Llndsay'1 &.'ddi- YEARS AGO GRAN1' FORKS
tlon-the section contained In the had a slaughterhouse nuisance
big bend of the river immediately whloh we, a 1ource of annoyance
east of Almonte avenue.
for 1ome time. The slaughterhouse,
* * *
which was situated a few blocks
THJil SHEEP YARD CAN BY weat of where the Rooaevelt school
JIO means b given a clean blll of wu sub1equently built, was of &:
hl&lth, for numerous per1on• have type common in those days. The
told me that in driving past the building was a
re shell, a.nd a
sugar plant with the wind just ya:rd adjoining was occupied by
right they have been almost nauae- hogs, sometimes few, sometimes
. ated by the smell that comes from many. The animals were fed from
the 1heep yad near by. Hence my offal from tbe 1laughterhou1e,
reservation in the matter of apol- which was scattered on the ground
oste1.
for them to devour at their plea* *
1ure. There was no dr&inal'e of any
WITH R~FERENC!il TO THB kind. In wet weather the yard was
hog yard, one of the complainantl knee-deep in mud and filth. Whentells me that there &re ktpt in the ever the wind blew from the southyard on the river bank 50 or 60 west the 1tencb from the place waa

*

wafted over the extreme southe
art of the city, but residences
that section were few and sea
tered.

*

* *

AS THE DISTRICT BUILT UP

complaint became more and more
persistent. Appeals were made to
the city council, and the plaet "'81
ordered cle&ned up, which was an
imposslbillty. Finally the 1lte WU
abandoned. The problem preHnie4
in that caae was relatively 1bnple,
u the nuisance and those atttcte4
by It were both In North Dakota.
The preaent aituation la different
in thkt two states are involved, but
there must be some authority
which has jurisdiction over con&
tlona in one at&.te which impair tbe
comfort and menace the health of
re1ldenta of another. Doem't the
federal public health ervlce have
aomethlng to say about cuu of
this kind?

* * *

HARRY i.:lANDALL RIJPO:R
the unusual behavior of a pair
brown thraahers whlcll located cm
his home premlaea. In the 'fint
place the blrdl built In a trelll1 Jut
over the back door, w!lere p opt
were paulns within II few fe~ of
them at all houri of the day. Tbe
birds scolded and threatened, but
kept house in the repl&r way.
Only one neatlng wa1 hatched. Tile
parents, givins ft the u1u&1 atten•
tion, hunted up a new neatlns
place at some distanc from the
house and be«a.n to build there. At
the aame time they continued to
feed mcl care for the youns bird,
which lnh•blted the old neat. Harry never knew of another cue like
that, and neither did L

SOME ONE HAS SENT ME A
clipping from the Chicago Journal
of Comm~rce containing an article
by Dorothy Thompson giving a
list of maxims,
s 1 o g an s, etc.,
which may be
considered appropriate for certain
. dist i n g u i s h e d
persons. The maxims were in tended originally for
iValentine's day,
but they are
equ&:lly appropriate for birthdays
and other anniversaries. S o m e
of them struck
me as being quite
Davies.
clever, and I am
iving the list as follows:

*

* *

FOR FRANKLIN DEL AN 0
!Roosevelt: "Quo Vadis."
For Henry Morgentha.u Jr.;
"Never Ask the End."
For Harry Hopkins: "Mutiny on
the Bounty."
For James A. Farley: "The Big
Money."
For Lieut. Col. James Roosevelt:
"The Sun Also Rises.''
For Eleanor Roosevelt: "Around
the World in Eleven Years."

* * *

FOR TJIE UNITED STATES
Congress: "In the Steps of the
Master.''
For the Supreme Court: "One
More Spring."
For the Democratic Party: "A
B&:ckward Glance O'er Traveled
Roads."
For the Republican Parey: "Wake
Up and. Live."

* *

*

FOR ALFRED MOSSMAN LANdon: "Live Alo:ne and Like It.''
For John Hamilton: "The Sound
of Running Feet."
For Herbert Hoov8'1': "My Life
and Hard Times."
For: William Lemke: "Gone With
the Wind."
For Earl Browder: "The World's
lllusion."
For Father Coughlin: "Why Not
Try God?"

* * *

FOR JOSEPH STALIN: ''Dead
Men Tell No Tales."
For Adolph Hitler: "How to Wi·n
Friends and Influence People."
For General Goering: "The Old
Lady Showa Her Medals."

For Benito Mussolini: "This Ex- of the National Automobile association, may be followed advantagepanding Universe.''
For Leon Blum:· "The Last Civ- ously by all car drivers:
ili&:n".
DON'T WEAVE IN AND OUT
FOR THE DUKE OF WIND- of the line of traffic. Maintain a
sor: An Anthology of the plays of steady driving pace, avoid spurts
Shakespeare, containing the follow- at high speeds, and rest when necing: "As You Like It," "Comedy of essary to overcome fa:tigue.
Errors/' "The Tempest," "Much
Don't drive on the wrong side of
Ado About Nothing,'' "Love's La- the road. Keep to the right is one
bor Lost,'' "All's Well that Ends of the sure ways to a void acciWell,'' and "The Merry Wives of dents, particularly at curves.
Windsor."
Don't pass on hills or at street
For Mrs. Simpson: "Death Comes intersections.
for the Archbishop."
Don't stare ahead. Keep watch
For Stanley Baldwin: "The Last on the road by getting eyes accusPuritan."
tomed to an easy restful position
thereby avoiding eyestrain.
FOR CARTER GLASS: "THE
Don't grip the wheel tightly with
Gold bug."
the body tense. Tenseness causes
For Walter Runciman: "The nervousness. Be on the alert yet
Twelve Pound Look."
fully relaxed at the wheel.
For Samuel Untermyer: "Nathan
Don't slump in the seat. Throwthe Wise.''
ing the weight of the body on the
For Norman Davis: "Look Home- hip bones results in strain on the
ward, Angel!"
back and produces fatigue.
For Ha:ile Selassie: "A Passage
Don't strain to reach the accelerto India."
ator and brakes. Virtually all cars
have adjustable se&.ts and they
FOR JOHN L. LEWIS: "THE should be properly adjusted before
starting the trip,
Green Murder Case."
Don't overdrive the lights at
For Alfred E. Sloan: "A Man
night.
Be sure that you can 11top
Could Stand Up" and "Some Do
the car within the distance the
Not."
For Governor Murphy: "Between lights reveal clearly a.11 objects on
the highway.
Two Worlds."

* *

*

* *

*

*

*

*

* * *

* * *

FOR GENERAL HUGH JOHNson: "The Sound and the Fury.''
For Walter Winchell: "Private
Lives."
For Clifford Odets: "Return I
Dare Not."
For Mae West: ''Gray's Anatomy."
For Peggy Hopkins Joyce: "Nine
Old Men.''
For John Barrymore: "What Every Woman Knows."
For Shirley Temple: "M¥ Life in
Art.''
For Leon Trotsky: "Condemned
to Live."
For Dr. Townsend: "Over the
Hills to the Poor House."
For Upton Sinclair: "This Believing World.''
For t.b~ Dionne Quintuplets: "If
I Had Four Apples."

* *· *

ADVICE IS SOMETHING OFTen given, seldom taken. But whether taken or not most of the following recommend&.tions for motorists,
given by Thos. P. Henry, president

* * *

DON'T OVEREAT WHEN
driving or when there is travel
ahead. Eat sparingly in hot weather, with plenty of fruit juices &.nd
water. The water should be chilled
but not ice cold.
Don't · drink from wayside
streams or wells unless they are
marked "safe" by health ·authorities or unless the water is boiled.
Don't take chances with foods
too long without refrigeration. It
is better to destroy the food than
to risk ptomaine poison.

*

*

*

DON'T SWIM WHEN OVERheated, and don't go in the water
for an hour or so after es.ting. If
the water is cold, enter slowly and
splash water over head and shoulders to minimize the shock.
Don't dive until sure of ~
depth of the water, and don't en
ter the water when alone.
Don't expose yourself too Ion
to sun rays. Get your sunburn
gradually or there will be. painful ,
·and perhaps serious results.

AN INTERESTING D O C Ument was brought to light during
the celebration of the eightieth
anniversary of Carson, Pirie, Scott
and company in
Chicago. Included in it were
r u 1 es for the
conduct of emp 1 0 y e s of the
store. The ·rules
of 80 years ago
differ somewhat
from those of today. Som e of
them w e r e as
follows:

*

*

*

was spending money on the luxury
of barber's shaves was likely to
wonder where the money W&.'S coming from. Doubtless that was the
basis of the objection of Spanish
cigars.

* * *

EVIDENTLY THE COMPANY
was careful of the spiritual and also the domestic welfare of its employes. Church and Sunday school
were not elective, but mandatory.
And it was taken ·f or granted that
young men would go courting. The
inclusion of the courting privilege
with the weekly pr&:yer meeting
was a rather neat stroke.

*

*

*

"STORE MUST
·THOSE REGULATIONS OF
I be open from 6
the Chicago store recall to me some
A. M. to 9 P. M.
DaYlea
of the conditions surrounding the
the year round.
life of the young store clerk at a
Store must be swept, counters, still earlier period. About 1850 an
base shelves and showcases dust- uncle of mine was apprenticed at
ed. L&.mps trimmed, filled and the age of 14 to Ignatius Cockchimneys cleaned; pens made; shutt, a prosperous Brantford merdoors and windows opened; a pail chant. The term of apprenticeship
of water, also a }?ucket of coal wa'S seven years. The lad, with sevbrought in before breakfast Of- eral others of his age', lived in the
there is time to do so) and attend employer's home, and by the. terms
to customers who call. Store must of the apprenticeship were under
not be opened on the Sabbath un- his direct control and supervision
less necessary and then only for a during the entire ·period. I have
few minutes.
forgotten what wages were paid,
* * *
but the compensation during the
"THE EMPLOYES WHO ARE first year was practically nothing
in the habit of smoking Sp&.nish other than board, lodging and a
cigars, being shaved at the barb- suit of clothes. Small ws:ges were
ers, going to dances and other paid the second year, and there
places of amusement, will surely was a slight increase each year
give their employer reason to be until the apprenticeship ended,
suspicious of th~ir integrity and w~en the clerk was receiving about
honesty. Each employee must pay half the pay of a journeyman emnot less than $5.00 per year to the ploye.
church and must attend Sunday
* *
school regul&.Tly. Men employes
I HAVE HEARD MY UNCLE
are given one evening ~ week for say that out of the pittance recourting and two if they go to ceived he h&:d saved $1200 by the
prayer meeting. After 14 hours of time he was 21. With that arrd an
work in the store, the leisur~ time equal · sum provided by a young
should be spent mostly in read- partner a little biscuit and confecing."
tionery plant was bought, and at
* * *
the end of the year the business
THE OBJEC'l'ION · TO BEING was almost wrecked by a traveling
shaved at the barber's 11eems to be .salesman who absconded with
be based, not on moral grounds, $1500 of the firm's money. Howevbut on those of expense. The em- er, the partners managed. to pull
ployer who found that his clerk through.

*

APPRENTICESHIP IN THOSE
days was serious business. The apprentice was bound to yield obedience to the master in all matters
of behavior. The master, in turn,
bound himself to instruct the bay
in all the details of his craft, and
failure on the ps.Tt of either could
be made a ma~ter of court discipline.

* .* *

YEARS AFTERWARD I~ ALSO,
worked in the Cockshutt store, although the app·renticeship system
was no longer in vogue. Mr. Cockshutt, by that time an old man,
was a rigid disciplinarian and
would stand~ for no monkey work.
He lived in apartments in the
store building and m£.:de it a point
to come down and open the front
door himself. We juniors were expected to be there at 7 A. M., but
the boss himself was often as much
as 10 minutes late. That was well
enough in good weather, but it
was no joke on a cold morning to
stand waiting outside for 10 min
utes. Often we would lag a little
and then would be the time that
the boss would be prompt. Unlucky then was the youth who
showed up five or 10 minutes Ide.
The boss had a large · vocabulary
and a forceful manner of expression.

*

*

*

IN ENGLAND THE APPRENticeship sy~tem was in full force
during the youth of my ·maternal
grandfather. His father was a
shoemaker, and there were five
sons in the family, all of whom became shoemakers. Four of them
were apprenticed to neighboring
shoemakers and served their seven
years. My ·grandfather, the youngest, was apprenticed to his own
father in the same manner and
under the same conditions as if
there had been no relationship. The
necessary apprenticeship P&.'Pers
were made out and filed with the
proper authorities and the father
would have been called to account
if he had failed to fulfill the terms
of his contract.

ters by an unused attic which partlowing generous downpours earlier ly deadens the sound of the rain.
in the season, ought to do some- Yet the sound can be heard, and
thing to the water supply. Wells to many it will recall the sleeping
room on the farm back each which
that have failed
in the past will
was right up under the eaves, unbe revived, and
plastered, and innocent of insulathe deluge from
tion of any kind. Between the
B e m i d j i westsleeping
boy and the clouds above
ward should help ·
there
were
only the roof-boards
the lakes in that
and
shingles,
which responded to
section of Minneraindrops
as
a
drum responds to
sota and give adthe
tattoo
of
the
drummer.
ditional volume to
the rivers. Grand
AFTER A DAY'S WORK IN
Forks and East
summer
the farm boy needed no
Grand Forks are
sedative,
but if rain set in at bedint e r e s t e d estime
there
was nothing that could
pecially in the
be
compared
to the deliciously
water conditions
drowsy
sensation
induced by the
in the drainage
Davies.
patter
of
raindrops
on the roof
s y s t e m of the
just
within
reach
of
one's hand,
Red Lake river, which includes the
and
the
pleasing
hope
that
the rain
Clearwater, whence all the water
might
continue
well
into
the
next
for local use is obtained.
day.

* * *

* *

* '

THE HEAVY RAIN HAS REsuited in some damage to crops
from lodging. It is a tradition of
long standing that a year of good
crops is a year of damage from
flooding, lodging and hail. The explanation is simple. Abundance of
rain makes good growing weather. And a season which is marked
by abundance of rain is almost
certain to be marked by numerous
thunderstorms, which are often
characterized by cloudbursts and
hail. As these latter features are
always confined to small areas,
while the damage in their immediate vicinity may be considerable,
its ratio to the general crop is
small.

*
SUPPOSE

* *

I
THERE IS NO
elderly man or woman who was
reared on a. farm to whom the
sound of rain on the roof does not
bring pleasing recollections of
childhood. The modern roof may
be separated from the living quar-

* * *

AND WHAT A JOY IT WAS,
after going to bed on a clear night
to wake up in the gray dawn and
hear the rain patter, patter on the
roof. That meant that there need
be no hurry about getting up, for
it would be too wet for haying or
harvesting, dad would take care
of the chores in a leisurely fashion, and one could stretch luxuriously and go to sleep again.

* * *

RAIN HAS INFINITE VARIety, and several of its phases are
set forth in the following little
poem which appeared recently in
The New York Times, signed with
the pseudonym "Elspeth:''

*

* *

RAINFALL.
By Elspeth.
Far down the lake it comes, the
running rain,
Its swift feet leaving prints upon
the gray
Still water. Like a scythe upon tall
grain

It cuts waves short along its eager
way.
The iris lifts a gold and purple
head
Against the rain's sweet coming,
and the sod
Is soft and fragrant. All the flower
bed
Rejoices, for the benison of God
Has granted silver wine to slake
its thirst.
Upon the apple bough a swaying
bird
Has filled his throat with songs
until they burst
With gratitude that needs no human word.
God's mercy falls on hearts benumbed by pain,
And on the opening flower falls
the rain.

*

* *

THE REFERENCE IN THE
poem to rain coming down the
lake recalls experiences which
most of us have enjoyed. Whether
the lake be large or small is it possible often to watch the swift feet
of the running rain leaving "prints
upon the gray, still water," and
there is facination in watching the
progress of the approaching shower. Another pleasing spectacle is
one which can often be enjoyed in
watching from an elevation the
passing of showers across a great
level plain. I recall such a view
from the summit of the little
mountain at Walhalla. Patches of
blue sky alternated with small
dark clouds from which rain fell
in copious showers. Far below
stretched the level plain of the Red
river valley, luxuriant with well
advanced crops which !hawed every imaginable shade of green,
Sunlight and shadow chased each
other across the plain, and here
and there gray water falling from
a tiny cloud obscured the view for
a few moments. It was such a picture as an artist would love to
place on canvas, but no artis
could do justice to it.

MRS. F. D. M., WHO DOES NOT
wish her name published, writes:
"In one of your most interesting
chats you .mentioned that there
was, somewhere,
' a crocheting contest in progress.
"If you have
any particulars
r e g a r d ing this
contest I should
1 be a very interested and appreI ciative recipient
of the information, as I am, or
"u s e d to was,
something of a
I "crocheter" m y· self.
"Many thanks
Davies
for your enjoyable
and inspiring articles. You and 0.
0. McIntyre are daily bread to me.
Morbid as it sounds, just in passing, I love to read stories of hardship, perilous adventures, suffer. ing, starvation, war, etc., and contrast them with my own imagined
woes, or they seem imaginary, at
least by comparison."

and tragedy. If I come across a
real thriller, one that will send
cold shivers up and down the
spine, I will pass it on.

know. I am told that the so-called
buffalo flies were tiny creatures,
about the size of the pests of this
year, and that their poison acted
about the same way on those senHAVE Y O U VISITED THE sitive to it. We may be having a
Grand Forks park at Arvilla? I recurrence of buffalo flies.
ask that question of almost every·* *
one I meet and until recently about . THERE ARE MANY THINGS
three times out of four the answer in nature which puzzle me, and one
has been no. Recently the ratio of them is the use of poison by inhas changed, and I find that more sects. Take the mosquito. It is after
and more people have visited the blood. Almost anyone would be
park, and without exception those willing to supply a little blood if it
who have done so are enthusiastic could be done painlessly, but why
over the park, the progress that should the mosquito abuse the hoshas been made in fitting it for use; pitality of its host by poisoning
him. The authorities tell us that
and its prospects for the future.
the
mosquito injects a m{nute
~
quantity
of poison into the wound
IN THAT CONNECTION I
which
it
has made in order to dilhave a suggestion. One of these
ute
the
blood
and render it capable
fine mornings run out to the park
for breakfast. It will take about of being assimilated. That's all very
half an hour to get there, if you well, but was it not possible for
are not in a hurry. There are fire- nature out of her abundance and
places and tables galore, with plen- variety to provide the mosquito
ty of fuel. And while some member with a diluting substance which
of the family is getting ready the would not leave the victim itching
sausages, pancakes and coffee, let and burning for hours?
the rest go up to the dam for a
THIS APPLIES* ALSO TO THIS
plunge and a swim. Breakfast disposed of, the return can be made summer's gnats, or whatever they
*
I AM SORRY, BUT THE in another half-hour, and one can are. If they want food it's all right
pamphlet relating to the crochet get home in plenty of time for for them to take it, but they might
be decent about it and not leave
contest went into the waste basket work.
welts
and set up inflammation that
after I had mentioned the contest,
*
lasts
for
days; If I must be bitten,
WHAT
COULD
BE
MORE
INand I do not recall the address of
I
much
prefer
flying ants. When
vigorating
or
a
better
preparation
anyone connected with the affair.
they
bite
me
I
don't
know whether
for
a
day's
work.
I
hope
someone
Such things turn up in the mail
it
is
because
they
want a fragwill
try
this
and
tell
me
how
it
from time to time, and I shall
watch for any furthel! announce- works. If everything goes well I ment of human epidermis or
whether they do it just for meanment and if it comes I shall be may then try it myself.
ness. And they do bite. But the bite
glad to forward it to the writer of
*
SOME
ONE
ASKS
IF
THE
seems
to be innocent of poison. It .
the above letter.
gnats, or whatever insects they are feels like a jab with a red-hot
MANY THANKS TO MRS. M. which have been such a pest this needle, but when it's over it's
for the compliment she pays this summer, are not the same thing as over. There are no after affects.
column. I have made a note of her the buffalo flies which were such Why can't other insects behave
preference for stories of adventure an annoyance years ago. I don't that way?

* * *

*

I

* *

*

* *

* *

* *

* * *

*

A RECENT VISITOR TO THE
University of North Dakota as the
guest and old-time friend of President J. C. West, was Dr. 0. J. Hagen,
of Moorhead, Minn., a
former student at
the U. N. D. Dr.
Hagen was here
in his capacity
as president of
the e x e c u t i v e
committee of the
governing boards
of state universities, an association representing
the g o v e r n i n g
boards of 31 of
the leading state
universities an d
Davies.
· allied institutions
of America, from Oregon to Maine
on the north and from Texas to
Porto Rico on the south. He was
president of the national governing
board last year when its convention at Lexington, Ky., was presided over by Dr. Frank L. McVey,
former president of the U. N. D.
This column today is devoted to
some reminiscences and observations by Dr. Hagen, who said:

* *

*

"I WAS A STUDENT HERE IN
1893 when Webster Merrifield was
president, when Babcock Thomas,
Kennedy and Macnie were among
the professors - when there were
only two buildings on the campuswhen there were only about 300
students enrolled, when the great
Icelander, Bardi Skulason reigned
as the great orator of the institution, to be succeeded later by the
fiery Irishman, J. F. T. O'Connor.

*

* BEEN
* HERE TO
"I HAVE NOT
visit the campus for 44 years, and
it was interesting and inspiring to
note the changes the intervening
years have brought. I have watched with eager interest and great
pride the development of the intellectual life of the institution, and
have noted the high place it occupies among the sister institutions
of the nation. It is a sure indicator of the intellectual and spiritual
life of the whole state. No commonwealth can be far on the road
to deterioration when it matures
an intellectual home of that type
within its borders.

* * *

"0 UR
UNIVERSITIES ARE
among the preferred agencies to
make the cultural contributions to
the social order-the treasures that
are heavy with the intangible
thoughts and sacrifices of the

centuries on which our civilization
rests. Forever affiliated with university education in various degrees of intensity is the inscrutable
orge of aspiration and creative intelligence which gives elevation to
daily duties and seeks the improvement of the heritage. It
guards these virtues of the· race
that are vouchsafed to the humblest industry, patience, self-denial,
and tolerance, and at the same
time it stimulates the more imperial gifts of the imagination, originality and invention, by which the
treasures of mankind are enlarged
and enriched.

* * *TOO, ARE
"UNIVERSITIES,
among the preferred agencies to
make an intelligent and dispassionate study of the problems of state.
They are equipped to organize and
evaluate data to be used in formulating the patterns for new
projects. They are well equipped to
hang lamps in those dark places
where social and political decisions
falter for want of light. They have
in the past sent out trained men
to explore the earth, the sea and
the sky. They have sent countless
thousands into the work-a-day
world and these have helped to
make our material civilization
possible-men who have conquered pestilence, electrified our cities,
built our highways and coursed
our airways, flown our Atlantics
and our Pacifies, conquered time
and space. So, too, I believe that
education, which but means in its
simplest terms better understanding, greater tolerance, more unselfish service and efficiency, will
solve our social and political problems.

life. It helps to make them efficient, decent, tolerant, thinking citizens, the sworn enemies of Black
Legions, the deadly foes of the
alien-mongrels who are now insiduously undermining our democratic institutions and defaming the
sacred altars of freedom.

* *

*
"YOUR UNIVERSITY
IS SUCH
an institution. It holds dear the
ideal of academic freedom-which
is its birthright - the rock of its
searchers for truth. It has high
leadership, great scholars and
teachers. Let them pursue their
researches and high pursuits untrammeled by prejudice. It began
over half a century ago as a small
academy with a handful of students and a curriculum of a dozen
subjects. Through the years it has
grown until today it serves annually nearly 2,000 students, of collegiate rank, upon its campus. It has
a highly specialized faculty numbering hundreds, a score of departments, twenty-two buildings, great
laboratories, a fine library, and
one of the outstanding ceramic
centers in America. Among 1'1e
faculty are some of the most eminent scholars in America, revered
at home and respected abroad.

* *

*

"Y O U R
UN!VERSITY
through these 50 years has persistently and courageously broadened
her reach until now it can be said
of her with pride and satisfaction
that there is no appreciable province in the dominion of the mind
to which she is alien. Let no sinister influence ever be permitted to
reach out to bring her down from
the high place she occupies in the
intellectual firmament of America.
*
"YOUR STATE UNIVERSITY Guard her as are guarded precious
is in the best position to be the crown jewels.
highest inculcator of the national
ideals-the ideals of political equal"I WISH TO SAY, TOO, IN
ity and opportunity, of political this connection, that the state or
and religious freedom and toler- nation which will write the history
ance. Your state University be- of the future and fill her pages
lieves the facts should be present- with the .most thrilling chapters of
ed-bare and unbiased. An un- achievement will be the state or
sound idea is dangerous only when nation that spends the most of its
there is a good chance of its wide treasure and constructive thought
acceptance without question. They on the education of its youth, and
become less dangerous when the I am clear, too, in this, knowing
light of public discussion plays America as I do and believing, as
upon them. The chance of the I do, that there are still millions of
demagog usually fails when facts, Americans with faith in the flag
experience and good judgment are and in the institutions and ideals
for which it stands, tliat this rebrought together.
public will remain amidst the
"THIS IS DEMOCRACY, AND cracking wrecks and ruins of dead
when the graduates go out into empires and dictatorships, the beathe world, 95 per cent of them car- con light to the peoples of the
ry this attitude with them into world."

*

*

*

* *

* * *

~----~-~~-- -- - -

A FAMILIAR CATCH QUEStion is whether a pound of lead
or a pound of feathers is heavier.
That was easy, any many persons
were able to answer c o r r e c tly
the first time.
But if gold were
substituted f or
lead or feathers,
the answer was
j likely to be that
the two pounds
were
,e qua 1
which is wrong.
L e ad an d feathers are weighed by avordupois
I weight, _in which
a pound contains
7 , O OO g r a i n s.
Davle1
Gold goes by
Troy weight, and a Troy pound
has only 5,760 grains. A pound of
feathers therefore, is heavier than
a pound of gold.

* * *

SCIENCE HAS FOUND A NEW
variation of the old question, having discovered that a pound of
· dead weight is heavier than a
pound of "sprung weight." Technically this is not true, but it is
true when human sensation is used
as the index. Many experiments
were conducted in which the subject was given a weight to "heft"
. and was then asked to apply the
same force to a coil spring which
had an indicator attached. Almost
invariably greater force was applied to the spring than was necessary to lift the dead weight ..
Where the weight used was 6

pounds the average tension applied to the spring was about 10
pounds. In other words, the dead
weight seemed to the subjects to
be nearly twice as beavy as a
corresponding "sprung" weight.

* * *

W E H E AR M U C H ABOUT
drunken drivers, but not so much
about drunken walkers. But the
National Safety council has found
that while 7 per cent of the highway fatalities recorded last year
involved drivers who had been
drinking, the drinking pedestrian
figured in 11 per cent of the fatal
accidents. Therefore, one might
reason that when a man becomes
inebriated it is safer for him to
drive home than to walk home.

* * *

THE LARGE ST HUMAN
skull known belonged to an Indian whose skeleton was found
buried at the Virginia village
where Pocahontas once lived. It
is estimated to have contained
2,200 cubic centimeters of brain,
and is therefore far bigger than
the 2,030 centimeter brain of the
Russian poet Turgeniev, previous
record holder. The · average brain
has a capacity of about 1,500 centimeters. Science, however has
discarded the idea that intelligence is proporationed to size of
brain. Some of the world's geniuses had small brains .

* * *

SOUTH AMERICA CAN LEAVE
its diamonds in the ground but
according to "Time" the only way
to keep coffee expensive enough to
suit Brazilian growers is to burn

it in big, grey-green mounds. Since
1931 Brazil's National Coffee Department has
sent $250,000,000
th
f
B
.
.
,
1
wor
o
raz1 s c h.1ef crop up 1·n
smoke. Last week the department,
estimating that the year's bumper crop of 26,000,000 sacks (132.2
lb. apiece) would leave a 10,000,000
sack surplus to add to the accumulation already on hand, announced
that this year it would buy 70%
of the crop to burn. Daily burning quota will go up from 60,000
to 100,000 sacks, daily cost to government and growers up to $620,000.

* *

*

BOYS AT FISHING RESORTS
sometimes make good money catching minnows and selling them to
tourists for bait. Even the lowly
angleworm has been made an artic le of commerce for fishermen
But the world's greatest worm bai
business is conducted in Maine
where salt water worms are gather
ed in the shallows of tidal inlet
and shipped for bait at the rate o
about 2,500,000 a month during th
summer season. Dealers pay 7
cents per hundred for the worms,
and the average take is around 500
per day. One advantage of Maine's
worm business is that the suppl
seems to be inexhaustible. No matter how many worms are gathered
in a day the ever fruitful sea
brings millions more on the next
tide.

* * *

AN UNUSUAL CLAIM HAS
been made under the Wisconsin
' .
workmen's compensation
law. A
court stenographer ~laims permanent disability of his right arm
through writer's cramp.

EVERY CANADIAN HOLIDAY outside the city limits the motorist
brings to Grand Forks hundreds again strikes pavement of concrete
and · often thousands of visitors or tarvia.
from Winnipeg. They come for
"TRAFFIC ON ALL ROADS IS
t b e d r i v e, t o
I heavy, attesting to the popularity
of Grand Forks as a stopping
spend a day in
place
and it is interesting to learn
new s u r r o undthat in the season cars from every
ings, to do a
province in Canada and every
little s h o p ping,
state in American union are regisand to hob-nob
tered
there. The Sorlie Memorial
with the friends
bridge,
constructed in 1929, at a
whom they make
cost
of
$350,000,
is a new connecton each trip. On
ing link an Highway No. 2. It is
these
occasions
the widest bridge in the northeastW in n i peg cars
ern part of North Dakota and
are about as nuwell
worth a visit.
merous down
town as are lo* * *
"THE GRAND FORKS TOURcal cars.
And
ist camp is situated in the natural
the visits are not
timber of Riverside park, on the
confined to holiOavtes
banks of the · Red river of the
days, for all
through the week Winnipeg cars North, just above the new dam. It
are to been seen here, and " 'Peg- is an attractive place, well equipgers" are met in the hotels, res- ped with camp stoves, plenty of
taurants and stores. They seem to fuel and fresh water. A recreation
like it here, and in a recent issue building for the exclusive use of
the Winnipeg Free Press· thus paid tourists has been erected with
every facility for the comfort and
its r::,spects to Grand Forks:
"Linking the states of Minnesota convenience of the automobile
and North Dakota in one lovely licly owned swimming pool, out1
stopping place, Grand Forks, N. D. doors, in the park, is open daily
and its twin, East Grand Forks, from 1:30 to 8 P. M., and is a deMinn., form a delightful centre for light to visitors dusty and tired
tourists passing through the Red after a day's travel. Shower baths
are also provided here, free of
River valley to vacation lands.
"The two cities are favorites charge. The whole camp is electriwith Winnipeg week-end travellers cally lighted and well policed, per1 and many Manitobans count scores fectly safe, day or night.
of friends ih the two places.
* * *
"GRAND FORKS IS WELL
* * :ic
"ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY- situated as a headquarters for
one miles from Winnipeg, on short trips to the lovely resorts
Highway No. 81, which runs from within easy reach. It is but a few
this city to Mexico City, and also hours motor distance from the
' on U. S. highway No. 2, running summer playgrounds of Northern
through the United States from Minnesota with its 10,000 lakes.
east to west, with its eastern ter- There, fish are plentiful and the
minus at Houlton, Me., on the shade of great pines invites the
borders of New Brunswick, and its traveller. Excellent highways lead
summer
recreational
western terminus on the North to these
, Pacific coast,. Grand Forks is Ii- sports.
i terally on the main line of all high"THE CITY ITSELF, IS BEAU. way travel. The road from Winnipeg to Emerson is of cement, and tiful. It is deservedly noted , for
from that point on into Grand its fine shade trees and flowers.
Forks, via Pembina, gravel surfac- The North Dakota peony show,
ed and well marked. Three miles one of the tnost . important of its

* * *

* * *

kind in the country, is held there
annually, and the blooms shown
.
coming
from gardens of the city'
and surrounding towns are said
by the flower judg€s to be unsurpassed by those shown elsewhere
in the United States.

*

*

*

"IT IS ALSO AN EDUCATIONal centre. The state university is
located there and there is also a
very fine public school system.
The University of North Dakota
ranks hig~1 among American colleges and universities, and is on
the list of universities accredited
to European universities by the
Association of American Universiti~s. There are fifteen modern
buildings in the university group,
set around a beautiful campus.
The Memorial stadium, op,e ned in
1927, has seating accommodation
for 10,000.

* * *

"THE RE S ID ENTIAL SECtions of Grand Forks are unusually attractive, with fine homes, well
kept lawns, plentiful shade trees
and pretty flower gardens. The,
city furnishes a pure water supply to all parts of the municipality. Gas and electricity are available for power for all purposes
and light. With its ornamental
electric "white way" the business
section of the city makes a particularly pretty appearance at
night.

* * *

"F O UR PARKS, WITH AN
area of more than 210 acres are
maintained for the recreation of
young and old. There are golf
links, tennis courts, baseball diamonds, kittenball courts, skating
rinks, toboggan slides, swimming
and wading pools and children's
playgrounds, and these are in constant use in their season. Band
concerts by the municipal band,
are, pleasing park attractions on
Sunday afternoons in the summer
season.
"The Country club owns a beautiful and sporty golf course, on the
banks of the Red Lake river, but
two miles over a paved road from
the center of the city. This, too, is
a favorite resort."

· SOME DAYS AGO I HAD THE
pleasure of eating the first ripe
tomato from the garden. of W. R.
Parker, 411 North Eighth street. It
was dead ripe,
and it was a real
treat. Of course
tomatoes h av e
been in the market right along,
but those that
come early in the
seaso.n are southern grown, picked when not quite
.ripe, and shipped
a long distanGe.
They are better
than no tomatoes
at all, but there
is no comparison
Davies.
between th e m
and the home-grown tomatoes,
ripened on the vines, and brought
to the table within a few hours
of being picked.

* * *

HOME GROWN NEW POTAtoes are now on the market, and
there is just as much difference
between them and the imported
product as there is between home
grown tomatoes and the other
kind. At certain seasons we get
potatoes from Idaho. They are
large, but coarse. !n the early
spring they come from the far
south. Those are apt to be soggy,
with a sweetish taste that I despise. To me there is nothing in
the potato line that eompares with
what our own farmers grow on
Red river valley soil. The young
potatoes make a delectable dish,
either by themselves or with fresh
green peas cooked before the pods
have time to wilt. And when ripened there i1 no other potato grown

anywhere
flavored.

so

mealy

*

* *

:fine- wormy, That's what makes them
ripen. And some people do not
like
worms. Gooseberries, also, are
ONE OF MY FRIENDS HAS
several chokecherry trees in his affected that way. Just now we are
back yard. For several years they in the gooseberry season, and
have bloomed freely, but something quantities of the berries are being
has happened to the blossoms and
there has been no fruit. He has gathered in the woods and brought
been advised to spray the trees to town. The green ones are all
while the trees are in bloom, on right, but those that ripen this
the theory that some insect eats early contain little worms which
off the blossom. That may be what do not add to their desirability.
is the matter with many of our Gooseberries which remain on the
trees and shrubs that bloom but bushes and ripen ~turally are fine
fruit, but watch out for the early
fail to produce fruit.
ones.
* TO TRY THE
I INTEND
*
HEAVY RAINS ARE MORE
spray treatment next spring on my
thornapple tree. I planted a little and more likely to flood basements
one several years ago, realizing as street pavement is extended. Bethat it would be of slow growth, fore the streets were paved it took
but looking forward to the time water some time to reach the
when it would be covered with cathhbasins, for the street ditches
snowy masses of blossoms in the were apt to be partly filler with
spring and with red little "apples" earth and litter which impeded the
in the fall. This year, for the first flow. Now there are no obstructime, it produced half a dozen tions, and in a heavy downpour
blossoms, but no fruit developed. the sewers may be loaded in a few
So, if I don't for get it, I shall tune minutes. The more pavement there
up the sprayer fc;>r next spring.
is, the greater is the immediate demand on the sewers. Check valves
MANY PERSONS CONFUSE can be installed in new or old buildthe thornapple with the redhaw, ings, but putting them in old buildwhich is something quite different. ings involve tearing up floors.
The thornapple is much larger, and Plugging answers the purpose temit resembles a tiny apple, although porarily, but it requires attention.
the core is different. The flesh Back in 1897 during the big flood,
is firm and crisp, with a pleasant whoever had charge of the old Odd
acid flavor. It "jells" perfectly, Fellows' block invented a way of
but the jelly has a distinctive fla- plugging sewers that worked to
vor whic:ti may not appeal to some perfection. He filled a small sack
users. Persons who had not the with dry oats and forced it into
fear of the law before them have the floor drain. When the water
been known to make wine of thorn- reached it the oats swelled and
apples in prohibition days.
sealed up the opening hermetically.
When · the flood subsided he cut
* )rl
THORNAPPLES WHICH RIP- the sack and scraped out the oats
en early are almost sure to be a handful at a time.

* *

* * *

*

and

*

*

CHILDREN BORN DEAF,
who become deaf in early life
come mute as well
d f
as ea '
because their organs of speech
, defective, but because th e y are
unable to · hear
t h e sound o f
their own voices
and to compare
their own speech
i th th t
f
th e rs . a D e ~ f
mutes can be
trained to speak,
but if their hear
ing is gone, the
s ounds w h i c h
they make are
1necessarily lack'ing the life which
is essential t o
Davie•
effective speech.

OR I versity, and heard the sounds of
be· their own voices.
t
"They demonstrated for the conno ventlon of the American Instrucare tors of the Deaf one of the newest electrical hearing aids.
Each desk is equipped with a
microphone and a headphone, all
linked up with a central microphone used by a teacher and witll
an amplifier.
"Salvaging what little remnant
of hearing the child still has, this
two-way speech circuit enables
deaf mutes to learn how to talk
by imitating words they hear, and
hearing the sounds of their own
voices as they speak.
"This enables them to compart}
their speech with that of the
teacher's.

transmission and reproduction of
sound. His investigations in that
direction resulted in the invention
of the telephone. Thus the study
of speech led to the telephone, and
science now utilizes electricity to
quicken hearing and improve the
tones of the human voice.

*

* *·

*

* *

ACCORDING TO S CI E N C E
servipe a new kind of agriculture
in which each seed, bulb or tuber,
before being planted, is provided
with its individual supply of ferti·
lizer, fungicide to kill its enemies,
and nitrogen-fixing bacteria is indicated in a patent granted to
George E. Heyl of Mill Hill, England.
According to Mr. Heyl's invention each seed would be coated with
,r:
latex-the rubber-containing "milk"
"THESE ADVANTAGES WERE of the rubber tree. Before the coatpointed out by Clarence D. O'Con- ing is applied, fertilizer, fungicides
*
nor, superintendent of the Lexing- and bacteria which can fix nitroCLARENCE
D.
O'CONNOR ton School for the Deaf, 904 Lex- gen from the air so plants can "eat''
formerly of St. Thomas N. D.' i~gton ave., ~here the four little it, are mix~d in the latex .solution.
'
' girls are pupils.
When this solution dries on the
1 and son of Archie M. O'Connor of "The new electrical unit was seed it leaves a thin rubber coat1. that city, is responsible for one of designed
by Mr. O'Connor and ing containing the various ingredithe most important aids to hearing puilt by Dr. Scott N. Reger, re- ents. Water from the surrounding
yet developed. Mr. O'Connor is a search associate in otolaryngology soil gradually penetrates through
. graduate of the University of North at Iowa University Hospital, Iowa this coating and carries tpe nour·
. Dakota and was voice instructor City.
.
ishment imbedded therein, to the
at Wesley college for two years.
"We start with five-and-a-half- seed. The inventor claims that
During his residence in Grand year-olds and the two-way method plants which spring from these
Forks he was well known in musi- gives the children a chance to learn specially treated seeds grow better
cal circles and frequently appeared how to speak normally, said Mr. and yield greater harvests.
in solo and concert work. He ls O'Connor."
t now superintendent of the LexingTHERE ARE BIRDS AND
1ton school for the deaf at 904 Lex,THERE WAS A TIME WHEN birds, and many of. them are truly
ington avenue, New York City, and the deaf were necessarily speech- lovable creatures. But there is a ·
during his work there he has de- Iese'. Science improved that condi- certain risk in having an ostrich
'· signed an aid to hearing which will tion. Many men contributed to that around the place. Suit claiming
be of great value to many whose improvement, among the the Bells, $40,000 damage has been brought
hearing is impaired, and which father and son, former an eminent against William Randolph Hearst
will be of inestimable value in the elocutionist and the latter the in- by Jesse Zelda a mechanic, who
training of deaf children: A recent ventor of the telephone. As a alleges that whi'ie repairing a truck
issue of the New York Journal teacher of elocution Alexander Mel- on Hearst's San Simeon ranch "a.
says:
ville Bell studied the organs of vicious, wild and dangerous ostrich"·
*
speech and the part they play did knock down Mr. Zelda, stamp
"FOUR LITTLE GIRLS, IMPRI- in the production of sound. Alex- upon and trample him so that he
soned by deafness in a world of ander Graham Bell followed the was unconscious for three hour
. silence, sat today in a classroom same line of study, and his atten- and suffered from brain concussion
~i
". at
________________________________________________
Teachers College, Columbia Uni- .:__
tion
______________________________
was directed to the
_:_____________
electrical_:_
_______________:.
hernia
______________________________
and nervous shock.
I trautatic

I:

*

*

* *

* * *

*

*

~
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WHAT IS THE VALUE TODAY, ous occupations. In the first col- expert swimmer, but the fifty miles
in dollars and cents, of the average umn is the name of the occupation, which he had intended to swim
lifetime of work? Professeor Har- j the second the average working would h?-ve been some stunt, ~o
old F. Clark, of Columbia, has been .
say nothing of the broad Atlantic,
trying to find
hfe span, and In the third the pre- toward whose center he was head, out. During the
sent cash value of the average ed. Incidentally, the ship's captain
· past eight years
earnings for a lifetime:
said the sailor's rescue was most
Dr. Clark, assi91
* * *
unsual as he said that persons lost
ted by a staff of
Medicine. . . . . • • . . 42
$108,000 at sea in fog or at night are seldom
research workers
Law • . . • . . . • • • . • 43
105,000 found.
has been studlng
Dentist~
• . • • • • 45
95,400
*
the subject of
Engineering • • • • 43
95,300
MANY YEARS AGO, WHEN
earnings in variArchitecture
43
82,500 patent medicine advertising was
ous -occupations,
College Teaching 44
69,300 characterized by the publication of
and he has arSocial Work . . . . 45
51,000 portraits of prominent persoiv,
rived at ce1tain
Journalism
46
41,500 with testimonials telling of the
conclusions. One
Ministry . . . . . . . . 44
41,000 great .b enefits they had derived
of them is that
Library Work.... 46
35,000 from using Pain Killer, or Eclecthe physician is
Pub. Sch. Teach.
45
29,700 tris oil, or some other remedy, Ma
in the highest of
Skilled Trades . . 44
28,600 Spriggins notice on the front page
I a 11 ea r n i n g
Nursing . . . . . . . . 40
23,300 of the weekly paper that her husgroups. He does
Davlea
Unskilled Labor. . 44
15,200 band was reading by the light of a
not say what the average earnings Farming
51
12,500 kerosene lamp the portrait of a
in any occupation are, but he says Farm Labor
51
10,400 large imposing man. "Who is that
that if the young man just about to
* *
the picture of Ezra?" she asked.
enter a career on medicine were to THIS DOES NOT SEEM TO "Grover Cleveland, Ma," was the
go to his banker and recieve from agree with the opinion of many reply. "Do tell! And what's he
him today $108,000 in exchange for leaders in the medical profession, been a-gittin' cured of?"
a mortgage on all his earnings who are quite certain that there
* * *
during the 42 years of his profes- are already too many doctors, and ALREADY T H E POLITICAL
sional expectancy, and the contract that the young man should choose questionaires are beginning to
should be carried out, at the end of some other profession. This ls ~lso arrive. The recipient is asked to
the period the banker would have true of law, dentistry, engineering, indicate his preference for presireceived his money back with 4 and almost anything else. Those dent in 1940, to name the person
percent compound interest.
engaged in almost any profession whom he believed most likely to
* *
are pretty sure to be convinced that be nominated by each party,
THIS IS VALUABLE INFORMA- theirs ls the worst-paid of all.
whether he beieved that Roosevelt
tion, and It seems that this year's
*
*
will be a candidate for another
graduates from schools of medicine A GERMAN SAILOR ON AN term, and what the opinion of the
should lose no time in getting in American ship approaching New recipient's community is on these
1touch with their bankers and pre- York feared deportation when the and other questions. •Replies to
sentlng to them this opportunliy ship landed. Therefore, when the these questions will be tabulated
for fine investment. The opportuni- ship was about 50 miles off the Dela- and the result will be given to
ty ls not confined to the medical ware capes he grabbed a plank, the world as an index of national
profession, though it heads the list. jumped overboard, and headed, as sentiment. Actually it will be the
q!ose behind comes law, with den- he supposed, for New Jersey, but result of a lot of guesswork based
trlstry and engineering just a few actually for Europe. Although it on nothing in particular. Yet such
lengths behind.
was near midnight, and pitch dark, tabulations will be scanned earger*
*
he was picked up after an hour's ly by many who believe· that they
THE FOLLOWING TABLE search and was almost unconscious have some bearing on the next
gives Dr. Clark's :findings for varl- from cold and exhaustion. He is an election.

* *

*

*

*

*

,.

PRECIPITATION - RAlN AND
melted snow-at Grand Forks for
1937 up to Friday morning, July
16 measured 15.83 inches. Normal
'
for thi's
a verage
oint
is
19.43
~ h Thus in a
over the
f:rst :ix months
of the ·year this
section
of the
valley has received within 3.6
· hes of its to1 reci\ forma f! a
pi a ionlt wtt,uld
re:r,
exceed.a
a~ r
fall
:;dYsnowl!ss Noember and De!ember to hold
Davies.
this year's precipitation below normal. It is practically certain that
th normal will be considerably
ex:eeded this year.

t1 ti5'

t~

i8

~

~
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IT IS TO BE NOTED THIS
condition has been brought about
without any appreciable a~d from
man. · It is true that durmg the
past year or two s?veral hundred
dams have been built, but the total area of water impounded by
them would not amount to more
than a. few acres. In fact, most of
the dams impounded no water at
all until this year's rains filled up
the pools above them. ~here has
been no material ch~nge m the cultivation of the soil.
About the
same acreage has been turned over
that was turned over years ago,
and none of the conditions created by man have changed greatly
since the drouth was at its wor~t.
Yet all of the state has had ram,
and nearly all sections have had
plenty of it.

peculiar to North Dakota. South
Dakota has shared in the downpour as has Minnesota. We have
been told repeatedly that man
created the drouth and that he
must correct his mistakes in order
to bring rain. Yet rain has come
in abundance, and man has had
nothing to do with it. If this is
true, as it is, what becomes of t~e
theory that drouth is due to mans
activities.

* * *

WE HAVE BEEN TOLD, ALSO,,
that because of the drouth and the
finely pulverized condition of the
soil, most of the fertile top soil of
the prairie states has blown away,
leaving only sterile subsoil which
cannot be brought to a state of
fertility in less t~an a generatio~.
Yet w?-erever :am h~s. come m
~ood time and m suff1c1en~ qua~tity the growth on the fields 1s
so rank as to be an embarrassment
and the government forecast for
July was for a good crop, barring
later accidents. Taking the state
by and large the soil has not suffered damage from drouth or wind
beyond what can be repaired by a
season or two of good tillage.

* * *

THE STATE GAME DEPARTment tells of how the beavers have
thriven in Bear Mountain park in
New York. In 1920 three pairs of
beaver were captured in the Adirondacks and giyen tllle freedom
of Bear Mountain park 40 miles
north of New York City on the
Hudson. The 600 beaver found today on the 43,000 acres of the park
are all descendants of those six individuals. The change they have
brought about ill the local birdlife is amazing. It is true that the
dams created along the little
*.. *
streams in the hills killed some
TIDS CONDITION IS NOT DUE trees, but then, a woodland with a
to local thunderstorms, nor is it few dead trees harbors a greater

*

variety of bird-life than a more
verdant, unbroken, timber-lot.

* * *

BEAVER ARE BE~NG PROPAgated and protected m North Da· th ~ s t a t e
kota and• t h ~re are now m
several fairly large colomes of
these interesting little animals. Of
course it is not ev~rrwhere t~at
be:3-ver can. be suf!1ciently .mamtamed. Their favorite food is the
bark o~ trees,. and. they use ~rees
in ~heir engmeenng. ope~at10ns.
Obviously one who 1s trymg to
grow a grove on the open prairie
cannot afford to install beaver in
it to cut down his trees as fast as
they grow. Under such conditions
beaver become a unisance. But
where th~y can obtain their natural food m an area large enough
to provide replacement for trees
removed by them, th.ey are exceedingly valuable ne1~hbors.
No.t
least important of their good quallties is that ?f creating attractive ·
refuges for birds.

* * *

VISITORS T O NIAGARA
Falls who have taken the trip on
the Maid of the Mist have enjoyed the experience of being taken
almost to the very base of the falls
in the little cockle-shell steamer as
it pitched and tossed on the waves.
There have been at least two, and
perhaps several Maids of the Mist.
The original one was put into service 91 years ago. The boiler for
that little craft was designed and
installed by William Oldman of
Buffalo.
This summer another
boiler was completed for the present Maid of the Mist by Oldman's
grandson, william Magee, of Port
Colborne
Ontario.
The boiler
which ,,;.as replaced had been in
service 57 years. When it was installed its parts were lowered in
sections down the steep cliff to
the water. This year the new boiler was taken down th~ inclined
road by a truck and traller.

A CLIPPING FROM A SEATtie paper quotes Dr. Thomas F.
Kane in reminiscences of the days
when he was president of the University of , Washington at Seattle.
Dr. Kane retired
four years ago
after serving as
president of the
U n i v e r s i t y of
North Dakota for
15 years. Before
coming to North
Dakota he had
been president of
the University of
:Washington for
twelve years, his
term being the
longest served by
any president of
that institution. Now, at the age of
74, he has resumed teaching, occupying the position of professor of
education for the summer at the
institution over which he once presided.

may be interested in the following dous influx of traffic during the
notes from the park service of that two-day July 4 holiday when all
park:
previous standards for the number
of people in the area at one time
TRAVEL REGISTRATIONS IN were shattered.
Yellowstone National Park march- During the two days of July 3
ed steadily toward a new all-time and 4, 20,370 persons entered the
record through the month of June five gateways, 1,131 above the 1936
as 12.1 per cent more persons en- high. West gate rangers reported
tered the park this year than in registering two cars per minute
the record year of 1936, according for almost the entire day. All
to figures just released by the lodges and auto camps were packpark superintendent.
ed at an early evening hour.
All indications point toward a
*
*
grand total for the year that will AMERICAN BISON, ONCE THE
far surpass 1936 when 432,570 per- rulers of the western prairies, are
sons visited the area. With figures again grazing the upland meadow»
available through June 30, 98,634 within plain sight of thousands of
visitors had entered the park com- curious onlookers as a result of a
pared with last year's 87,951.
change in policy carried out by
*
Yellowstone National Park offiEVERY ONE OF THE FIVE cials this year.
entrances had contributed to the
Instead of keeping a show herd
steadily growing upsurge with the for the public in a small corral at
south gate leading the drive, the Antelope creek near Tower juncpercentage of increase there being tion, a large enclosure has been
28.9. The east entrance through the constructed, barely visible · to the_
Shoshone canyon followed with a motorists along the Dunraven pass
*
*
jump of 15.5 per cent.
road, where 40 head of the shaggy
DR. KANE NOTES MANY
Off to a slow start on account beasts roam as they did before civchanges which have taken place at of late snows which delayed the ilization came to the west.
his old college since he left in 1914. opening one week beyond last year,
It was under Dr. Kane's adminis- the relatively new northeast ent- LONG LINES OF PARKED
tration that Hiram Conibear, pri- ranee which brings the motorist cars are common as motorists
marily a football coach, began to over the 11,000 foot Beartooth stop along the broad highway to
experiment with rowing, and de- mountain range, had climbed to a watch the bison graze on the
veloped a crew that was one of the point 6.3 per cent above 1936. The grassy sidehills only a few hundred
sensations of -the day.
figures there had registe:ued a loss yards away. Because of the naturuntil June 29.
alness of the scene it has become
ANOTHER CLIPPING IN THE
Continuing as the most popular one of the most popular in the
same enclosure presents a picture entrance was the west g;Jtte where park.
of Clarice Haugen, of Valley City, 31,831 persons had been issued Although the 40 head show herd
N. D., now a student at the Uni- travel permits. The east portal fol- is the one to which the public has
versity of Washington, posing on lowed closely with 29,636, and the the easiest access, there are apthe steps of one of the university north or Gardiner gateway broke proximately 756 of the animals in
buildings attired for picture pur- the tape in third place with 22,276. the park. They are divided into
poses in the garb of 1927, with a
four groups, the largest one conclassmate observing the result
THE INCREASE IN AUTOMO- sisting of almost 650 head, the
with admiration, if not with awe. bile traffic was normal with the largest herd in the United States,
Ten years is only a short time, but figures reading 10.4 per cent above and the others of approximately 40
even a mere man can see that the last year, but rail passenger visit- each. The main herd is quartered
costume of Miss Haugen does not ors had skyrocketed their total by in the Lamar river country in the
belong in this day and age.
43.3 per cent, and 30.5 more mttor- northeast section of the park, and
* *
cyclists had entered than last year. the two lesesr ones in the Hayden
LAST YEAR WAS THE BANToo late to be included in the valley and in the Fountain flat
ner year for visitors to many of June figures but showing the way region. All except the show herd
the national parks. Persons con- toward a continuation of record are back away from '·, ~ s·g-ht of
~emplating a visit to Yellowstone breaking in July was the tremen- thP, general publk. _

* * *

*

*

*

*

1

* * *

* * *

* * *

* ·

WHILE FISHING IS THE east shore are Grand Beach and
LIFE OF THE INDIVIDUAL
where
many
of
the
settler
is solitary, but it does not
Victoria
Beach
principal summer industry of the
,
.
.
elite
have
summer
homes.
Our
necessarily
dull one's thinking.
W
settlements around Lake
mm- boat visited none of these. It call- George Lea, who acts as postmastpeg, fishing as a sport is almost ed at Gull Harbor, a fine sheltered er at Little Bull Head, and has
non - existent on
stretch of water, around which are been in the wilderness for many
1 the
lake itself.
many good cottages' whose owners years, is an Englishman, born in
People who fish
may make occasional trips to town Shakespeare's neighborhood, and
with nets for a
by boat, but who have no other he lived in the north country of
living do not fish
means of transit.
England made famous by Wordswith rod and line
worth and the other Lake poets.
for fun. For the
WHILE LIFE AROUND THE He knows his Shakespeare and
l a t t e r kind of
lake has changed physically very Wordsworth, and he doesn't mind
fishing one needs
little since the early days. its con- the solitude of the wilderness for
to go into the
ditions have been affected greatly it gives him time to read. He had a
back count r Y,
by some modern developments. good larder, hundreds of cords of
w h i c h may be
While the native settlers are re- wood, and quite a colony of chilreached by canoe
stricted in travel to boats in tha dren and grandchildren around
up any of the
summer and dog sleds in the win- him.
numerous rivers
ter, there are means of communiwhich discharge
cation of which their predecessors
ONE INTERESTING PECULIi n to the lake.
oavtea
did not dream. The big steamer arity about Lake Winnip~g is that
That should be
Keenora makes weekly trips and its east shore is composed entirely
an exhilirating sport for those who calls at all important points to of granite, which lies in enormous
take their fishing seriously. The take on and discharge passengers masses for hundreds of miles,
services of an Indian guide are re- and freight and take on wood for while the west shore is entirely of
quired, and the journey to fishing fuel and cargoes of fish, and limestone, fragments of which have
grounds upstream must be stren- smaller boats make irregular trips, been ground through the centuries
uous enough to suit the most en- and through the arrival of those into flat shingle, from which every
thusiastic fisherman. The Berens boats some contact is made with angle has been erased, and which
river, for instance, at the mouth of the world. At most of the settle- is piled in millions of tons along
which is one of the principal set- ments there are radios. And the the shore.
tlements, f 1 ow s for 200 miles airplane has revolutionized transit
through precipitous, rocky country, into the more distant parts of the
* IS SHALTHE LAKE ITSELF
and the journey to its source calls country, the fur stations of the in- iow. The greatest depth marked on
for 45 portages of a quarter of a terior and the mining districts in the chart is 25 fathoms, in the Narmile or less. On such streams and which there is now great activity. rows, a stretch three or four miles
their tributaries the angler may Freight is taken by boat as far as wide about 100 miles from its
capture pike, bass and trout to his the boats go. Then it is transferred southern extremity. Also here the
heart's content. Commercial fish- to planes which carry great loads depth seldom exceeds 10 fathoms,
ing is strictly supervised by the of food, clothing, mining machin- and near the shores there are
government, whose patrol boats are ery and supplies of all kinds.
ma:ny shallows which are not nav•
on duty all the time.
*
igable for large craft. This shall* *
THE LAKES ARE THE LAND- owness makes the lake quickly reNEAR THE SOUTHERN END ing fields for the planes, summer sponsive to storms, and ihe water
of the lake are several popular re- and winter. In the summer pon- can become exceedingly turbulent
sorts ~hich are reached by good toons are used, and in the winter on short notice.
roads from Winnipeg. Winnipeg the planes land on the ice on
I FIND THAT I AM NOT YET
Beach, on the west shore, has be- enormous skids. There are periods
come a typical entertainment place, in spring and fall when neither through with Lake Winnipeg, and
with roller coasters, merry-go- pontoons nor skids can be used, I shall inflict another installment
on the subject.
,;
rounds and hot dog stands. On the and then air traffic is suspended.

* * *

* * *

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

TOURISTS 'WHO WISH TO
spend in the vicinity of Lake Winnipeg more than the five day1 consumed in the round trip from
Winnipeg to Norway House and
return may stop
over at Berens
river, on the east
s h o r e, Norway
House on the Nelson river about
80 miles below
the lake iblelf, or
at Grand Rapids,
on the east shore
where the Saskatchewan e n t •
ers the lake. ~fom-

at all One ~an be completely detached from the world. The Keenha a radio but on our trip
1
ora
'
the batteries went out of commiesion, so we were completely cut
off. And it is surprising to note the
composure with which one accepts
d&y1 of i1olatlon from the world
and all lts fury and bustle and
juat let1 day go by after day in

peace.

*

* *

BUT THE TRIP IS BY NO
mean1 monotonous. Always there
ls the changing scenery of lake and
s)Jore, the play of color on the water, the S'lassy surface of the lake
which ln a few hours may be covered with whitecaps a~d rolUng

passenger, who was accompanied
by his wife, is chief engineer for
one of the great industrial corporations of the United States. Their
home is in ·Milwaukee. A physician
and his wife \from St. Paul were
among the passengers. Another
was a landscape artls~ from San
Diego, Calif. A Winnipeg city official, acco;mpanied by his daughter, was making the trip for the
first time, although he bad lived in
Winnipeg for many years. A Selkirk business man waa also making the trip for the first time. Sev-.
eral teachers were on board, some
intending to spend a week or two
at Norway House. Two Catholic
priests were on th~ir way to their
distant pariahes after a brief vllit

